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A bumper sticker:  You have every right to be stupid, but you are 

abusing that privilege….. hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

  
Well, it has been awhile, huh?  What a spring!!!! What a summer!!!!  A blink of an eye 

and the seasons pass………what is that all about????  We have probably had the most 

difficult, yet exhilarating year so far… Difficult in terms of actual 3
rd

 dimensional age… 

Old belief systems, now-days societial‟s view that a number makes you suddenly 

OLD!!!!  (Not wise, not full of wisdom, but darned right aged, again, older than dirt…).  

Yep, we both turned 60 this summer.  What a ride it has been.  The actual “age” thing has 

never bothered us before… we stayed, you know, 16, no matter what the number was.  

You would have thought that getting the AARP thing back when we were 50 would have 

bothered us…nope.. slid right by that one, thinking it was pretty funny.  Then the speed 

limit thing (you know 55).. well, it did cause me to gasp a bit, but this 60 thing… well, it 

threw me for a loop..  It wasn‟t the kidding or general “ha, ha, you are old” cards and 

comments, it was the number….  Strange? Depressed?????  Man, I could re-define that 

word!  Intellectually and spiritually, I “get” immortality, I “get” living, well, forever or at 

least a long, long time, but the number.. wow, the number – just sounded OLD.  So I (me 

more than Loren), wallowed around being depressed and generally making life miserable 

for me and most folks around me for several months.    What we (well, me) were going 

through is the physicality of our existence.  I read the other day (Daniel Jacobs) “ The 

illusions of physicality is its implication that what is seen in any reality context is ALL 

THERE IS that exists in that particular space.”    He goes on to say that what is 

transpiring in front of you is moving toward some end, a conclusion that will give 

meaning to the experience. Then magically, the birthdate came.. and viola, I was fine…  

No fine ending or moral to all of this, just a passing bunch of words to let you know how 

we are doing…  (Fine, now). 

  

We also mentioned „exhilarating‟… Exhilarating because as the Veil lifts, we see sooooo 

many people “waking up”.. so many folks starting to ask questions, trying to find reading 

materials to find information, trying to find sources to find answers.  We see  the 

individual‟s psychic abilities not only finally germinating, growing and blossoming.. but 

the fact that some folks are even recognizing the fact that they have a “sixth sense”… 

Wow!!! What a time to be living!!!!  We all do need to be careful, however, to be there to 

guide folks through their “awakenings” and not to judge them for how they meander 

through the maze.  Remember how we all did it???  Yep, kicking and screaming……   

  

Everyone, yes, E V E R Y O N E has psychic talents….  Get what I said… everyone…. 

Now, many folks deny that fact… some think it is too otherworldly.. (or just plain weird 



or “sick”.. you know some of these folks.. can‟t see it, can‟t hold it, can‟t prove it, it must 

be fake), but the fact is – psychic talent or ability is the 6
th

 sense everyone has.  Then you 

have the other side of the coin – folks who not only have a talent, but also think they are 

the only one who has it….  Bull#$%^%^&.  (Sorry, we do get a bit passionate about 

this)… Climbing off our soapboxes, we continue…..  The talent or ability or whatever 

you choose to call it is there…  Maya Angelou writes, “ I believe talent/abilities is like 

electricity.  We do not understand electricity.  We use it.  Electricity makes no judgment.  

You can plug into it and light up a lamp, keep a heart pump going, light a cathedral, or 

you can electrocute a person with it… I think talent/abilities is like that.  I believe every 

person is born with a talent.”  The following is a list of some talents/abilities you may 

have… some are familiar, some may be new… but as you read through the list, realize 

that you, too, have talents/abilities that may be waiting to germinate, grow and blossom. 

  

Some psychic terms; 

  

Adept: a word used to label functional psychic generally; specific ability is much more 

specialized. 

Telepathy:  (touch and non-touch or open) the ability to pick up thoughts from others. A 

telepath. 

Precognition:  the ability to correctly predict future events. A Seer. 

Telekinesis:  the ability to move objects with the mind. 

Telepathic mind control:  the ability to influence/control others through mental focus 

and effort.  Extremely rare ability. 

Empathy:  experiencing the emotions of others. An Empath. 

Healing empathy:  the ability to not only feel but also heal the pain/injury of another.  

An Empath. 

Mediumistic:  the ability to communicate with the dead.  A Medium. 

Psychometric:  the ability to pick up impressions from objects. 

Regenerative:  the ability to heal one‟s own injuries/sicknesses. 

Dream-projecting:  the ability to enter another/s dreams. 

Spider-Sense:  the ability to enhance one‟s normal senses (sight, hearing, smell) through 

concentration and the focusing of one‟s own mental and physical energy. 

Claircognizant:  You may be claircognizant or intuitive and have an inner knowing 

about things. The information, idea, concept or thought "just comes to you" and has the 

feeling of "this is important". The knowledge you receive often flashes suddenly into 

your mind seemingly "out of no where". You may know who is on the phone before you 

answer it or know personal things about people you just met. You just know something, 

although you may not know why or how you know it. 

Clairaudient:  You may be clairaudient and psychically hear sounds, words, sentences, 

thoughts, tones, music, bells, chimes, ringing, whooshing, buzzing, white noise sounds, 

songs, and other types of sounds or noises that "pop into your head". You may hear 

conversations as you fall asleep or wake up between people you may not see. These 

sounds and words are inaudible to the normal hearing range and most often seem to come 

from within your head or "out of nowhere". 

Clairvoyant:  You may also be clairvoyant and see pictures flash in your mind's inner 

third eye as in-sights. These pictures come as a clear vision or they may be nebulous 



forms hidden in a cloudy substance. What you see may appear to be superimposed upon a 

solid object that's in front of you when your eyes are open or you may see the vision 

within your forehead when your eyes are closed. When the image is of a psychic origin 

and you aren't thinking it up yourself, the image is seen first and then thought about. It is 

usually not thought up and then seen. You may psychically see a person, scene, object, 

lights, words, colors, auras, symbols, past lives, loved ones in spirit, visions of the past, 

present or future, and people or places in other spiritual dimensions. These pictures may 

appear as if you are viewing still photographs or they may be moving like a home movie. 

You may even feel you are actually in the scene you are seeing. 

Clairsentient:  You may also be clairsentient and perceive information through a 

sensation within your physical body. You may get a "gut feeling" in your stomach of 

what to do or say. You may also get a "gut feeling" of what not to say or do. You may 

even sense the body aches and ill health of someone else not in the room in specific parts 

of your own physical body. You may also feel the emotions or personality of another 

person whom you do not know personally or who is not in the room. You may sense the 

presence of deceased relatives, guides, and angels. 

Clairgustant:  You may be clairgustant and psychically taste a substance, liquid or food 

without actually putting anything in your mouth. 

Clariscentrist:  You may also be clariscentrist and psychically smell fragrances, flowers, 

perfume or other odors such as tobacco or alcohol even when a substance or food is not 

in your immediate surroundings. 

  

  

  

  

Another that has been going on is the Mars Transit that took place August 27. Since Mars 

is known as the “war planet”, there has been some controversy about the nature of this 

much anticipated Mars Appearance ( you know “end of times, Armageddon, etc).  Instead 

of referring to Mars was the “war planet”  why not think of it as “the adrenal planet”. The 

closeness of Mars to Earth .. the closest it will ever be for hundreds of years, doesn‟t have 

to be negative… it doesn‟t have to mean strive, pillage, and plunder (as actual war)… it 

can mean an increase  of energy to actually “do” something about your life, your issues, 

things that you have avoided or not acknowledged.  This might be an accelerated time 

that the universe is pushing you to work on your stuff.   This might be the “war”… the 

internal war within 

.             

************************************************************************

************************************************************************

*************************** 

  

Love…. 

  

With the tragedies that are going on all around us, one of the things we have told you is to 

send love and light to the victims of the disaster or tragedy while staying neutral and not 

getting sucked in to the emotion of the event. What is LOVE anyway? 

  



 Love, defined; 1.  the profoundly tender or passionate affection for a person of the 

opposite sex.  2.  a feeling of warm personal attachment or deep affection, as for a parent, 

child, or friend.  3.  sexual passion or desire, or its gratification.  4.  a person toward 

whom love is felt; beloved person; sweetheart.  5.  (used in direct address as a term of 

endearment, affection, or the like): Would you like to see a movie, love?  6.  a love affair; 

amour.  7.  (cap.) a personification of sexual affection, as Eros or Cupid.  8.  affectionate 

concern for the well being of others:  a love of little children; the love of one’s neighbor.  

9.  strong predilection or liking for anything:  her love of books.  10.  the objection or 

thing so liked:  The theater was great love.  11.  the benevolent affection of God for His 

creatures, or the reverent affection due from them to God.  12.  Chiefly Tennis.  a score of 

zero; nothing.  13.  a word formerly used in communications to represent the letter L… 

and this continues on and on totaling up to 24 definitions. Read through this and notice 

that love means quite a few different things. 

  

The word love has become quite over used and a “Kleenex” word for many things that do 

not have any emotion or feeling with it.  So when you send some love and light, spend 

some time thinking about what you are sending.  We have been given some new 

information to help us with this confusion. 

  

New Work:Joy Symbol 

  

Now I am going to talk about the word “Joy.”  Since the word and various meanings of 

love has become so overused we have developed a way to bring  your personal symbol 

for Joy (love, happiness) into your essence and being.  This is not the same thing that was 

done for level three which was your soul‟s blueprint.  This symbol is something that you 

create for your own personal healing and use.  Many of you have said to us that you want 

more love, more joy, more happiness in your life.  The symbol that you create can assist 

you if you can open the door to receive it.   

  

****************************************************************** 

So the thought I have been twisting around in my head:  What is the difference between 

precognating something and manifesting something?  You don‟t have to answer this… 

but it has been something I have been mulling around in my head.  The other day while 

driving on the interstate, Loren drove over something.  You could hear it hit the tire, but 

everything seemed fine.  We exited and drove to a nearby quilt shop (hmmmm), went in, 

looked at lots of cool fabrics and got some good ideas for quilts.  We got into our car and 

backed up… Loren asked me to look at the tire….  It was very low on air, so he drove 

over to an area of the parking lot and stopped the car.  As he began to “jack” up the car, I 

noticed a ten inch gap in the tire… no way should it have held air to not only drive off the 

interstate, but have time for us to mess around the quilt shop.  So what is the point?  Both 

of us “knew” we were going to have a blow out.  We had precognition of the event. Did 

we manifest it with out thoughts or did we only “see” the event  in the future?????  IF we 

manifested it with our thoughts (as some folks seem to believe everything that happens in 

our lives is a person thinking about it first)  then we‟d be rich, rich, rich and drive a really 

nice new car…..  Since that is nada… then.. we precognated it, right?  Could it be we 

were affected by another‟s manifestation.. (being a piece of metal falling from an 



uncovered load in a pickup, lying in the road in the way of traffic)?  Anyway,it is 

something to think about.  Again, no answers. 

  

We ran across the following in a newsletter from Earl Hall…  the article‟s author is 

unknown and it is a very difficult read, but it is worth spending the time pursuing…and 

reading over several times.  It explained to me some basic information about manifesting.. 

in scientific terms (for all of us left-brainers)… 

  

*** Article *** 

  

User Friendly Quantum Physics: How Thoughts Reach Out Into Our World 

  

Although there are a number of different theories about exactly how we make stuff 

happen, most quantum physicists are coming to the same conclusion: matter and energy 

are essentially the same. From one side of the equation, matter is a manifestation of an 

energetic process in space/time. Thoughts are energy, and the physical universe is the 

direct expression, the direct result, of our individual and collective thoughts. 

  

Danish physicist, Niel Bohr once said: "Those who are not shocked when they first come 

across quantum theory cannot possibly have understood it." 

  

Quantum mechanical experiments have consistently demonstrated that, at the very least, 

without us as observers, the physical universe doesn't even seem to exist! Now that's 

creative license! They've also shown that we aren't just passively watching the world go 

by, but we form the very matter and experiences we are "observing" by the act of 

observing it. 

  

What Quantum Physics Explains 

  

Sub-atomic physics had its beginning as early as 1897, when electrons were first 

discovered by Lorenz. In the following decades much exciting work was done, from 

Einstein's theory of relativity (E= mc²) to discovering sixteen new sub-atomic particles 

from 1947-1954. Quarks came into the picture in the early 1960's, and Gluons in the 

1990's. As our capability to observe smaller and smaller particles has sharpened, they 

continue to find smaller elements of matter. 

  

Newtonian physics is based on the idea of predictability: when you add this chemical to 

that chemical you know what's going to happen, and under the same circumstances the 

same thing happens every time. Newton's mechanistic theories became the basis for our 

cosmology, for our view of how the world works. In essence, our World according to 

Newton is a clockwork universe in which the present and future inevitably flow from past 

conditions. 

  

Quantum physics, of which Niels Bohr is considered the founder, suggests that the old 

Newtonian physics explains only a fraction of how the World works. What we now know 



is that, if you want to know what your future looks like, look at your perception of reality 

right how. 

  

When Niels Bohr wrote his theory, he didn't fully believe it himself. When others in his 

field confirmed his findings and conclusions, he then accepted the truth of what he had 

found. 

  

Many believe that Bohr may possibly do for mind and matter what Einstein did for 

energy and matter: show that these two entities, apparently so disparate, actually 

interpenetrate and become each other. This development is of the utmost importance. It 

might allow mind and meaning to take their place alongside matter and energy as major 

factors in health and illness. 

  

Psychologists have slowly picked up on the relevance that quantum theory has to their 

practice, and the traditional medical community has begun to accept the theories and 

incorporate them into the medical model of healing. I say it's "begun" only because many 

of today's scientists, including those in the field of medicine, still function within the old 

Newtonian paradigm. It is easier for these practitioners to ignore the new findings and to 

continue to rely on the logical and rational models they were originally trained in. As we 

look at some of the findings of quantum mechanical experiments, you will see that they 

seem to turn logic and rationality upside-down. 

  

Thought Affects Electrons 

  

Nowhere is the importance of conscious choice in the shaping of manifest reality better 

demonstrated than in the delayed-choice experiment conducted by physicist John 

Wheeler. There was a new kind of technology in the 1970's that allowed scientists to 

accelerate free electrons to a speed approaching the speed of light. In it's simplest terms, 

in Wheeler's study, when they would fire the electrons at a screen with two apertures; 

they were amazed to find that the electrons, which were believed to be particles, would 

sometimes behave like waves. Sometimes they would go through the top aperture, and 

sometimes go through the bottom aperture, and sometimes the electron would change 

into a light wave and go through both apertures and converge on the other side and 

become a particle again. The scientists at first could not figure out how this happened. 

Finally after extensive experimentation and deliberation, they began to recognize that 

what determined the way the electron would behave was the observation, perception and 

expectation of the experimenter. When they looked for particles, they found them. When 

they looked for waves in the same experiment, they found waves. 

  

For the first time in scientific history, it was recognized that you cannot have any 

experiment absent of the perceptual influence of the experimenter. Nor can you have a 

life that is absent the influence of the way you see it. 

  

What does this mean to the health and wholeness of your marriage? It means that no 

matter what we think, believe, and decide, we will always be "right." 

  



We can be "right" about scarcity, lack and perpetual life-long difficulty, competition, 

infidelity, hostile step-children, terrible threes, terrifying teens, being dependent on the 

current 'state' of the economy for our financial where with all, OR we can be "right" 

about ease, grace, love, joy, prosperity, empowered loving children, family unity, 

financial ease and alignment, monogamy, commitment and a life filled with an 

abundance of everything we choose as we choose it regardless of outer appearances. 

  

Electrons constantly and consistently read their environment, and thoughts are constantly 

directing electrons by intent. Our intention is being transmitted directly into our 

environment, and electrons pick up on the infinitesimal signals we are sending. 

  

What we think, what we believe, what we intend, have faith in and expect, all have 

energy that flows out of us and is "read" by our physical environment. Electrons are 

responding in kind to the thoughts - mental constructs - we hold in mind. 

  

Therefore, setting forth an intention through the convergence of two or more minds, with 

the third invisible mind - Infinite Intelligence - now present in the MasterMind process is 

an extremely influential force for - like lightning in a bottle: busting through limitation. 

By setting a vibrationally higher goals and requests we are literally setting new energy in 

motion to bring dreams, wants, desires into form. 

  

Scientists tell us that light is energy producing hundreds of trillions of vibrations per 

second in the form of light waves. Light waves are emanating from your consciousness, 

radiating as energy in motion. The force of your consciousness, govern electrons (the 

electrical charges whirling around the nucleus of atoms) and cause atoms to cluster in an 

energy field as a thought form. The energy configuration is then "stepped down' 

throughout the levels of substance to become visible on the physical plane. 

  

Each one of us is an energy field of atomic substance, and the power of the universe is 

concentrated right where we are in the physical, material world. 

  

Within each individual atomic field is the permanent atom of universal love, the one that 

will trigger a transformation of an individual, and ultimately the entire consciousness. At 

the nucleus or central core of this Atom is the greatest concentration of energy in the 

world, and this energy is released through the fission (opening) of the nuclei. The 

mechanism of fission within each individual is an act of consciousness. 

  

You begin where you are, connecting to source energy of love, peace, harmony, good 

will, joy -- you pour yourself into your immediate environment by focusing only on 

source energy. With purpose of mind you remove unloving thoughts from your 

consciousness and practice harmlessness in thoughts and words. You keep loving in your 

small circle until you can expand your love nature and truthfully say that you love 

everyone without exception. 

  



And this includes everyone who has ever hurt you, anyone who has ever caused you 

mental suffering or emotional distress, and anyone who has ever pushed your button and 

caused a flare of resentment. 

  

You remain connected to source energy and release judgment whether you look out into 

your world and see innocent children, or you see stubborn, mean spirited behaviors in 

your spouse, children, step children, former spouses, etc., etc., etc. 

  

Send the love vibes out into your world and "it" will soften hearts, lift consciousness, 

soothe, heal, harmonize, prosper, protect, adjust, guide, strengthen and forgive. 

  

Practice staying connected to source energy: love and all else will transform to loves 

greatest experiences. 

  

Everything considered matter -- whether visible or invisible 

-- is made up of atoms, or pure energy. Therefore everything seen and unseen is energy in 

motion, and the directing force that destroys or creates form and experience. 

  

Depending on your frequency of consciousness you are either healing or harming ... there 

is no in-between. 

  

Author Unknown 

  

  

There is soooo much going on these days….  Daniel Jacobs writes, “The basic difference 

between a crazy person and a spiritual person is the latter has a sense of confidence about 

the existence of some Governing Presence of Force in the  Universe, and is not afraid to 

explore the nature of the unknown and the fantastic.  Additionally, he or she seeks or 

creates fellowship with other, like-minded beings… so that he is not stuck, at times of 

crisis, with ONLY the opinion of physicians or shrinks… who, by the large, are focused 

on preserving the “norm”.‟  Couldn‟t have said it better ourselves. 

  

Quote of the Day:  “The primary difference between me and a crazy man is:  I am not 

crazy”.  Salvador Dali 

   

So that is it for this time…. 

  

Loren and Diane 
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